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Background and Objectives: The rapid advancement of computer technology has revolutionized various 
aspects of work and life, emphasizing the need for training and proper utilization of digital tools. 
Architectural software has become integral to the design process, enabling architects to explore new 
methods. However, concerns have arisen regarding the impact of software on creativity and innovation. 
This study aims to determine the appropriate timing and method for teaching software to architecture 
students while mitigating the negative effects on creativity.  The findings will contribute to the 
development of more effective software training approaches in architecture schools and design firms. 
While technology offers benefits such as increased design speed and visualization, a balance between 
digital tools and traditional methods should be maintained in architectural education. 
Materials and Methods: The study adopts a qualitative approach, involving activities such as observation, 
interviews, and extensive participation in research activities to obtain firsthand information about the 
research subject. Qualitative research encompasses various data collection methods such as field 
research, observation or participation, and in-depth interviews. In the initial phase, the documentary 
method and library study were employed to establish the theoretical foundations of the research topic. 
In-depth interviews were conducted to gather information from experts in the field of architectural 
education. Data analysis involved content analysis, where the components of the collected text were 
categorized and counted. The independent variables of the research are the correct method and timing 
of teaching architectural software to students, while the dependent variable is the improvement of 
students' efficiency and benefit from learning the software. The findings were derived from the analysis 
of the interview responses and logical reasoning. 
Findings: The findings of the research indicate that students entering the field of architecture should first 
develop a solid foundation in hand drawing and design principles before delving into architectural 
software. Early exposure to software without a proper understanding of architecture can hinder creativity 
and result in the production of complex forms devoid of purpose and spatial understanding. It is 
recommended that students establish a strong connection between their hand, eye, and mind through 
freehand drawing and creative thinking before transitioning to digital software. The concept stage of 
design is best approached through manual sketches and modeling, while software can be utilized in later 
stages. Simultaneous teaching of software alongside other architectural subjects may lead to information 
overload and reduced focus. A progressive and integrated approach to teaching software within the 
curriculum is suggested to enhance students' practical application of software tools. This research 
provides insights for developing an effective educational method that prepares students for the job 
market while fostering their creativity and architectural understanding. 
Conclusions: The research findings suggest that students should learn architectural software after 
developing a foundation in hand drawing and design principles. Starting software training too early can 
hinder creativity and result in superficial designs. Teaching software alongside other architectural 
subjects in a progressive and integrated manner is recommended. Practical, project-based training helps 
students understand software features and promotes lasting learning. Unnecessary software 
components should be avoided to prevent confusion. Universities should modify their programs to meet 
students' needs in the job market and provide comprehensive software education. 
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های مختلف كار و زندگی را متحول كرده و بر لزوم آموزش و  كامپیوتر، جنبه  فناوریپیشررفت ررری   پرشار ه و اهدا:ی

اند و معماران را قادر شرده  لیتبد  یطراح  ندیبه فرآ یمعمار  یافزارها. نرمدارداررتااده صرحیا از ابزارهای دیجیتال تاكید 

شده    جادیا یو نوآور  تیافزار بر خلاقنرم ریدر مورد تأث ییهایحال، نگران نیرا كشف كنند. با ا  دیجد یهارازند تا روشیم

ضررمن كاها اثرا    یمعمار  انیافزار به دانشررجوآموزش نرم یزمان و روش منارررب برا  نییمطالعه با هدف تع  نیارررت. ا

و   یمعمار یهاافزار موثرتر در دانشرکدهآموزش نرم یکردهایها به توررعه روافتهی نیانجام شرده اررت. ا  تیبر خلاق یمنا

دهد،  یو تجسر  را اراهه م  یرررتت طراح ا یمانند افزا  ییایمزا  یكه فناور یكمک خواهد كرد. در حال یطراح  یهاشرركت

 حاظ شود.  یدر آموزش معمار دیبا  یرنت  یهاو روش تالیجید یزارهااب نیتعادل ب

مانند مشراهده، ماراحبه و مشراركت گسرترده   ییهاتیكه شرامل فعال  كندیرا اتخاذ م  یایك یکردیمطالعه رو  نیا یهارو 

شررامل  یایك  قیارررت. تح  قیدرررت آوردن اطلاتا  درررت اول در مورد موضررو  تح  هب یبرا یپژوهشرر  یهاتیدر فعال

اررت. در مرحله اول از   قیتم  یهامشراركت و ماراحبه ایمشراهده  ،یدانیم  قیها مانند تح داده یمختلف گردآور  یهاروش

 یبرا  قیتم یهاحبهارررتااده شررد. ماررا قیموضررو  تح   ینظر یمبان  جادیا یبرا  یاو مطالعه كتابخانه  یروش ارررناد

محتوا بود كه   لیها شرامل تحلداده  لیو تحل  هیانجام شرد. تجز یآموزش معمار نهیاطلاتا  از كارشرنارران در زم  یآورجم 

آموزش    ایصرح  یروش و زمان بند  قیمسرت ل تح  ریو شرمارش شردند. مت   یشرده دررته بند  یآورمتن جم   یدر آن اجزا

باشرد. یافزار منرم یریادگیاز   انیدانشرجو  یو بهره مند  ییكارا یوابسرته ارت ا ریو مت   انیبه دانشرجو یمعمار  یافزارهانرم

 به درت آمده ارت.  یمااحبه و ارتدلال منط   یهاپارخ  لیو تحل هیها از تجزافتهی

قبل از پرداختن به   شررروند،یم یكه وارد رشرررته معمار  یانیاز آن اررررت كه دانشرررجو یپژوها حاك یهاافتهی هایفافره

افزار  نرم اززودهنگام   اررتاادهكنند.   جادیا یو طراح  یدررت یمحک  در اصرول طراح  یاهیپا دیابتدا با ،یمعمار  یافزارهانرم

 ییاز هدف و درک فضرا  یتار  دهیچیپ یهافرم دیشرود و منجر به تول  تیتواند مان  خلاقیم یاز معمار  ایبدون درک صرح

و تاکر خلاق،  طراحی دررت آزاد قیاز طر تال،یجیافزار دنرم اررتااده به  شررو  قبل از  جویانكه دانشر   شرودیم  هیشرود. توصر 

و    یدررت یهاق طرحیوجه از طر  نیبه بهتر یطراح  یدررت، ششر  و ذهن خود برقرار كنند. مرحله ماهوم  نیب یارتباط قو

افزار در كنار مورد ارررتااده قرار داد. آموزش همزمان نرم  یتوان در مراحل بعدیافزار را منرم ؛شررودیانجام م یمدل ررراز

 یبرا کپارشهیو  یمترق کردیرو کیممکن اررت منجر به اضرافه بار اطلاتا  و كاها تمركز شرود.  یموضروتا  معمار  ریررا

شرده اررت.  شرنهادیتورر  دانا آموزان پ یافزارنرم یابزارها یكاربرد تمل ا یافزا یبرا یدر برنامه دررر  زارافآموزش نرم

كند و یبازار كار آماده م یرا برا  جویاندهد كه دانشیمؤثر اراهه م یروش آموزش کیتورعه   یرا برا  ییهانا یب  قیتح   نیا

 .كندیم تیآنها را ت و یو درک معمار  تیحال خلاق نیدر ت

 یدر طراح یاهیر پرا جرادیرا پس از ا  یافزار معمرارنرم  دیر برا انیر كره دانشرررجو  دهردینشررران م  قیتح   یهراافترهیر  گر  یرررجاه

 یهایشررود و منجر به طراح  تیتواند مان  خلاقیافزار م. شرررو  زودهنگام آموزش نرماموزندیب یو اصررول طراح  یدرررت

شرود. آموزش  یم هیتوصر  کپارشهیرونده و    ا یبه صرور  پ یماردروس مع  ریشرود. آموزش نرم افزار در كنار ررا  یررطح

.  كندیم جیرا ترو  داریپا  یریادگیافزار را درک كنند و  نرم یهایژگیو  كندیآموزان كمک مبر پروژه به دانا   یو مبتن  یتمل

 یخود را برا  یهانامهبر دیها بااجتناب شرود. دانشرگاه  یضررور  ریغ ینرم افزار یاز اجزا دیبا  یاز ررردرگم یریجلوگ یبرا

 .جام  اراهه دهند یافزاردر بازار كار اصلاح كنند و آموزش نرم انیدانشجو  یازهایرف  ن
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Introduction 

 

The rapid advancement of computer 

technology has revolutionized various aspects 

of work and life, making training and proper use 

of these technologies essential [1]. Digital 

technologies are recognized as essential tools 

for achieving quality, universal, and equitable 

education [2-4]. Today, social and technological 

innovations are intertwined, and the use of 

digital tools in the design process has become 

essential. Architectural software, such as 

computer-aided design, parametric design, 3D 

printing, augmented reality, and artificial 

intelligence, has transformed the architectural 

design process, enabling architects to invent 

new design methods. As a result, the use of 

these technologies has been accelerated in 

architecture schools and design companies       

[5- 7]. 

Moreover, the complexity of building 

construction projects and the need for more 

efficient and cost-effective manufacturing 

methods have made it critical to develop 

architectural engineering education using 

multimedia systems such as immersive virtual 

reality, videos, and simulation technologies     

[8,9]. Such advancements can also be 

particularly useful in disaster-prone areas for 

building shelters quickly and efficiently [10].  

However, while learning architectural 

software is crucial for architecture students to 

increase the speed of work, prepare them to 

enter the labor market, and create designs with 

formal complexities, concerns have been raised 

regarding the impact of software on students' 

creativity and innovation. This study aims to 

determine the appropriate method and time for 

teaching software to architecture students to 

mitigate the negative impacts of using software 

on their creativity and innovation.  

This research seeks to answer two main 

questions: when is the best time to start 

teaching architectural software to students, 

and what is the most effective method of 

teaching these software tools? The study will 

employ qualitative and survey methods, using 

content analysis to evaluate the gathered data 

from interviews.  

The classification of digital design methods 

shows that the computer is not a neutral tool 

but actively shapes the designer's thinking and 

problem-solving approach [11]. Therefore, it is 

essential to determine the appropriate way and 

time to teach software to architecture students 

to ensure that their creativity and innovation 

are not limited to software. This study aims to 

provide insights into the best practices for 

teaching software to architecture students, 

taking into account their creativity and 

innovation. This research aims to find answers 

to the following questions: When is the best 

time for architecture students to start learning 

architectural software? And what is the best 

way to learn these software programs? The 

findings of this research will inform the 

development of more effective software 

pedagogy in architecture schools and design 

companies. 

 

Review of the Related Literature  

 

While information and communication 

technologies have been successful in teaching 

and learning, they face challenges in creative 

fields like architecture [12]. The range of 

professional skills required in architecture, 

including freehand design and model making, 

are traditionally passed down from teacher to 

student [13]. However, the new digital 

generation of students has led to a shift towards 

computer-aided design, which can significantly 

improve the quality of teaching and learning 

[14,15]. 

The use of software in the design process 

has received significant attention from 
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researchers, as it may limit creativity, which is a 

crucial tool for designers [16]. Architectural 

software, despite their high efficiency and 

accuracy, can be complex and confusing for 

students [17]. Therefore, choosing the right 

software and using it effectively at all levels of 

design is essential for maintaining creativity 

[18]. Juhani Palasma believes that computers 

are incapable of thinking and imagination, and 

such mental abilities cannot be digitized or 

simulated by computers. The involvement of 

computers in design diminishes the role of 

humans in the design process and naturally 

diminishes their imaginative role [19]. 

The use of technology has many benefits, 

including increased design speed and the ability 

to visualize architectural plans from all angles 

before implementation [15, 20]. Virtual Reality 

(VR) technology is an essential tool for 

transitioning from teacher-centered to student-

centered learning. VR technology offers an 

efficient and engaging way for students to 

learn, and it can be easily used in many courses 

offered in the architecture curriculum [21-24]. 

Architectural professors and students have a 

strong preference for using architectural design 

software due to its high precision, aesthetic 

appeal, ease of modification, and time-saving 

benefits [15]. 

Moreover, the development of 

computational design tools, such as generative 

design and machine learning, has also helped 

architecture students achieve better results in 

designing complex and challenging spaces [25]. 

However, to maintain a balance between digital 

tools and traditional methods, education based 

on manual skills and one-to-one construction 

should still be a fundamental part of 

architectural education programs [13,26]. the 

current structures of architecture education 

curricula cannot match the innovative 

challenges and social demands of architecture 

in the digital age [27]. 

As observed, most research has focused on 

the numerous benefits of architectural 

software in improving architectural quality, 

while some have addressed the drawbacks and 

deficiencies in education. However, none of the 

studies have delved into the impact of software 

on creativity, which is one of the primary tools 

of architects. Fostering creativity among 

architecture students is one of the main 

objectives of architectural education. Despite 

the considerable advantages of architectural 

software, it is essential to evaluate the side 

effects on students to determine the best 

approach for their education. 

 

Optimized Learning Process  

The optimized learning process refers to the use 

of methods that help students achieve the best 

results in the process of architectural design, 

taking into account the needs of the students 

and the characteristics of the software [21]. To 

achieve this goal, attention must be paid to the 

needs of the students in the learning process 

and methods should be chosen that facilitate 

learning and increase the students' 

concentration. In addition, modern and digital 

tools should be used for education, so that 

students can become familiar with new and 

better methods and achieve the best results in 

the process of architectural design [28-31]. 

 

Design Process  

The architectural design process involves stages 

that range from initial design to project 

implementation [32, 33]. In this process, the 

design process is optimized based on the needs 

of the clients [34, 35]. The design stages include 

problem analysis, preliminary design, detailed 

design, and implementation [36]. In each of 

these stages, the characteristics and needs of 

the clients are considered to reach a final design 

that is compatible with the clients' goals          

[37-40]. 
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Concept 

Concept formation is a crucial aspect of 

architectural design. The concept is the result of 

problem analysis and is created in different 

stages of design with different scales and 

hierarchical nature [41]. Concept in 

architecture refers to the fundamental idea or 

central concept behind the design and creation 

of a building or architectural space [42]. This 

conceptual framework is used by architects to 

generate plans, forms, structures, and 

architectural details [11, 31].  Concepts are 

expressed with a simple diagram and a few 

words and may include the whole project or be 

part of the related plan [43]. Concepts are 

solutions to design problems that are formed in 

the mind, and their ability to be implemented is 

higher than ideas [39, 44, 45]. The concept is 

defined as the answer to the question because 

it is a vital question in the advancement of 

architectural design [46]. The architectural 

concept serves as a guide and foundation for 

design and implementation decisions 

throughout the architectural process. The 

architectural concept is intertwined with 

concepts of spatial qualities, interaction with 

the environment, user experience, materials 

and structures, connection with social and 

cultural context, and technology and innovation 

[47]. 

 

Digital architecture 

Digital architecture is a field that utilizes 

computer modeling, programming, simulation, 

and visualization to create virtual forms and 

physical structures [48]. This movement in 

architecture provides a platform for increased 

creation and innovation by bridging 

architecture and digital science [11, 49]. Digital 

architecture encompasses all aspects of 

architecture, not only in the design and 

planning phase but also throughout the 

execution or construction phase. Furthermore, 

it can offer aesthetics through computer 

devices and systems with patterns different 

from contemporary architecture [50]. Digital 

architecture refers not only to architectural 

designs created using digital tools but also to 

designs proposed by computers as design 

collaborators [51,52]. Digital technologies make 

projects more efficient. Digital architecture is 

not merely the adoption of a set of 

technologies; it represents a fundamental shift 

in the architectural culture worldwide [53-55]. 

The use of digital design tools, aided by high-

speed computer processing, increases the 

speed of design [56]. Architectural software in 

Iran can be divided into two categories: 

software used for drawing and presenting 

works and software that influences the 

conceptualization and architectural design 

process [57]. 

Digital architecture is already functioning 

worldwide, particularly with the use of Building 

Information Modeling (BIM), and its influence 

and culture cannot be disregarded. Despite 

being a relatively young subject, it necessitates 

scientific research [58]. Artificial intelligence 

has emerged as the latest digital tool that 

assists architects in various aspects, ranging 

from designing traditional structures to creating 

decorative elements [59]. 

 

Research innovation 

This research focuses on the innovative aspect 

of investigating the impact of software 

pedagogy on architectural creativity. While 

previous studies have primarily highlighted the 

benefits of architectural software in enhancing 

architectural quality and discussed the 

drawbacks and deficiencies in education, none 

have specifically addressed the influence of 

software on creativity, which is a fundamental 

tool for architects. This study aims to fill this gap 

in the literature by exploring the appropriate 

method and time for teaching software to 
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architecture students, taking into account the 

potential negative effects on their creativity and 

innovation. 

The research seeks to provide answers to 

two key questions: when is the optimal time to 

introduce architectural software to students, 

and what is the most effective teaching method 

for these software tools? By employing 

qualitative and survey methods, including 

content analysis of interview data, the study 

aims to shed light on these questions. 

 

Method 

 

This research is practical in terms of its purpose, 

and the results of this research can be used to 

improve the time and method of teaching 

architectural software to students in this field. 

In terms of method, the present research is 

qualitative. Qualitative research is a set of 

activities such as observation, interview, and 

extensive participation in research activities, 

which help the researcher obtain first-hand 

information about the research subject [60-62]. 

The term qualitative research refers to several 

methods of data collection, such as field 

research, observation or participation, and in-

depth interviews. There are considerable 

differences between these strategies, but all of 

them emphasize approaching the data [63, 64]. 

 

Participants 

According to the topic, the statistical population 

of this research is the experts in the field of 

architectural education, professors working in 

the public universities of Tehran (University of 

Tehran, Shahid Beheshti University, University 

of Science and Technology, University of Arts, 

Shahid Rajaei University, Tarbiat Modares 

University, etc.) Ph.D. who are rich in 

information in the target area of research and 

have more than 10 years of teaching experience 

in architectural design courses. The purposeful 

sampling method was selected based on the 

mentioned criteria. The number of statistical 

population was determined by experts, and 15 

of these professors were interviewed. 

 

Instruments 

In the first part, the documentary method and 

library study were used to verify the theoretical 

foundations of the research topic. To collect 

information, an in-depth interview method was 

used to clarify different angles of the problem 

and gather the required information. For this 

purpose, a researcher-made questionnaire was 

designed, the reliability of which was confirmed 

by experts. 

 

Design 

The research design is qualitative, incorporating 

various methods such as observation, 

interviews, and extensive participation in 

research activities. The data collection methods 

include field research, and in-depth interviews. 

Although these strategies have differences, 

they all emphasize approaching the data. 

 

Procedure 

Data analysis in qualitative research begins 

immediately after the beginning of data 

collection. In fact, data collection and analysis 

are usually done simultaneously. As the 

research continues, less data is collected, but 

more analysis is done. In practice, there is 

considerable overlap between these two 

stages. Qualitative data analysis requires 

information organization and data reduction 

[63]. To evaluate the data in this research, the 

method of content analysis has been used. The 

content analysis consists of placing the 

components of a text, such as words, sentences, 

and paragraphs in predetermined categories. 

The method requires the classification and 

counting of elements and components of 

content [65]. 
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The independent variables of this research 

are the correct method and proper timing to 

teach architectural software to students. The 

dependent variable is increasing the efficiency 

and benefit of students from learning 

architectural software so that they are fully 

prepared to enter the job market. The 

independent variables as the cause of the 

relationship will affect the dependent variable 

as the effect. 

After conducting interviews with 

architecture experts (university professors), 

their responses were classified and coded using 

MaxQDA 2020 software. The amount of 

information obtained from the interviews was 

reduced using coding techniques, and the 

points they expressed in response to the 

questions were analyzed in the form of logical 

reasoning to determine the effect of these 

points on the main topic of the research. These 

analyses are presented in the findings section. 

By performing these analyses and logical 

conclusions from the answers of the 

interviewees, the answers to the research 

questions were also determined. 

The purpose of this type of research is to 

reach theoretical saturation or not to add a new 

concept to the collected concepts. In the 

interview method, new points that were hidden 

from the researcher emerged. Therefore, the 

researcher, as an interpretive and determining 

element, repeatedly refers to the identified and 

required sources of the research problem to 

reach theoretical saturation [66]. 

 

Results and Findings 

 

In this section, the responses of the 

interviewees were analyzed and the findings 

were categorized to determine the answers to 

the main research questions with logical 

arguments. 

Preparations for starting the software 

When students enter the field of architecture, 

they do not have a correct understanding of this 

field and profession, they are not familiar with 

the concepts and basics of architecture, and 

they do not know design and drawings. In the 

first step, it is better for students to familiarize 

themselves with drawings, design, and the basic 

principles that an architect must know so that 

they can objectify what they have in mind and 

visualize it using the visual literacy and 

understanding they have gained from design. 

The ability to design and draw by hand is one 

of the skills that every architect should know 

and use to express his meaning. Freehand 

design, along with the principles and basics of 

architecture, makes intellectual and mental 

creativity flourish and the power of imagination 

develops. After the flourishing of creativity and 

imagination, it is the time when the student can 

properly think about the subject of architecture 

and start developing ideas, then visualize them 

and draw them on paper with the ability to 

draw by hand. When the correct connection 

between the hand, eye, and brain is established 

and it can understand the proportions with the 

eye and draw the perspective; his talents 

flourish.  

 

Architecture is a field in which the 

discussion of the perception of action and 

creativity is particularly important. In the 

first semester, the student gets to know 

the principles and basics of architecture, 

how to think, how to design, and how the 

design process takes place. It is easier and 

better to transfer the thoughts of the 

mind from hand to paper. (Interviewee 

No. 2). 

 

Disadvantages of starting the software early 

When the student is not yet fully familiar with 

drawings and does not have a correct 
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understanding of architecture, if he enters the 

fascinating and vast world of software, he can 

get better results than hand drawings with little 

training. This issue can cause the student's 

heart to strengthen his hand. In the future, 

when he faces complex designs, he will not be 

able to imagine the design and will not even be 

able to model it. It is usually the case that 

people learn the software to a limited extent 

and leave aside the learning of the rest of the 

parts that have limited use in architecture. and 

slow down his mental capacity. Early learning 

causes the student to think about what he 

knows about the software instead of thinking 

freely, and his creativity decreases. In Table 1, 

the disadvantages of early software training are 

briefly stated. 

The use of architectural software is an 

undeniable necessity, but when a student 

enters the world of software without 

understanding architecture, he can easily 

produce forms that are complex in terms of 

appearance, but because he has no 

understanding of the space he has created, he 

cannot put himself inside. imagine that space 

and understand the characteristics of that 

space and its proportions, therefore 

architecture is not formed and only a produced 

form that is not purposeful and has no idea 

behind it, and is not valuable in terms of 

architecture.  

 

"Many times, after an hour of working 

with the software, the student produces a 

strange and complex form, then works on 

the connecting points of volumes and 

heights; And it changes the form and 

makes it more complicated. This 

complexity of the form increases so much 

that it resembles one of the works of 

famous architects. But basically, it is also 

nothing because it does not know what 

spatial characteristics the space it creates 

has. He doesn't even know what order the 

plan and heights are, and what issues and 

possibilities he produces. It only shows the 

capability of the software and the 

student's ability to work with it." 

(Interviewee No. 7). (Fig. 1) 

 

The best time to start the software 

When the creative and capable mind of a 

student is full of innovative ideas that can 

provide a suitable answer to any design 

problem and cannot be limited by software. The 

best time to enter the world of software is to 

learn and work with it. Fig. 2 shows how 

effective factors for understanding the concept 

of architecture prepare students to enter the 

world of software. 

When the relationship between the hand as 

a draftsman, the eye as an indicator to correctly 

understand the scale, and the mind as an idea 

generator is properly formed, a person can 

express his creativity well. Ideation with hand 

sketches can prevent the production of a 

worthless form because the person 

understands well what he shapes in the 

software and can communicate with it and 

solve his problems.  

As shown in Fig. 2, to enter the world of 

digital architecture software, the student must 

first establish a connection between hand, eye, 

and mind, be able to design freely, develop his 

creativity, and gain the power of imagination 

and visualization. To achieve these abilities, it is 

necessary to gain the power of imagination by 

increasing the ability of freehand drawing and 

learning freehand drawing; with the help of 

visual literacy and the understanding he gained 

from architecture, he established a relationship 

between hand, eye, and mind and his creative 

power and imagination blossomed (Fig. 3 and 

Table 2).
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Table 1: Coding the results of the early start of using software for architecture students  

Code concepts Subcategories Categories 

Using a computer has a better graphical 
display than a free hand - not doing 

things with the hand and the power of 
the mind 

Discouragement of 
freehand drawing 

Decreased 

imagination  

Inability to design 

Lack of complete training - confusion in 
a large number of software - rely on 

little knowledge 

Lack of learning of all parts 
of the software 

Limiting 
creativity 

Creating a complex plan with limited 
training - not knowing the volumes in a 

tangible and objective way - being 
limited to software 

Decreased power to 
enliven the imagination 

Lack of understanding of proportions - 
Lack of understanding of scale with the 
eyes - Lack of perspective - Inability to 

visualize space in three dimensions 

Lack of understanding of 
space 

Lack of 
understanding 
of architecture 

 

 
Fig. 1: Early Introduction of Software for Architecture Students Chart  

 

 

Fig. 2: Prerequisites for Software Entry for Architecture Students Chart (authors) 

Login to the software 

Creativity 

Understand the 

design 

Communicating hands, 

eyes and mind 

Ability to design a free hand 

Visual literacy 

Design freely 

imaginary power 

The power of 

visualization 
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Fig. 3: Software Entry for Architecture Students Chart  

 
Table 2: Software entry coding for architecture students  

Code concepts Subcategories Categories 

Knowledge of architecture - Knowledge 
of art - Familiarity with works of art 

Visual literacy 

Creativity 

Login to the 
application 

Understanding Design - Understanding 
Proportions and Perspectives 

Familiarity with the 
concepts and principles of 

architecture 
Freehand drawing - Cognition of design 
- Perception of perspective - Perception 

of proportions - Perception of 
dimensions 

Correct communication 
between hand, eye, and 

brain 
Design freely 

Ability to draw a free hand - 
Understand the concept of space - 
Strong three-dimensional thinking - 

Model making 

Objectify the imagination 

 

Imagination 
and 

visualization 

 

Computer design, a new style of design 

Modeling and manual sketches are easier and 

more efficient at the beginning of work and in 

the ideation and concept stage and play an 

important role in the emergence of creativity. 

For this purpose, it is suggested to do it in the 

traditional way (working by hand) in the 

concept stage. When the concept enters the 

software, changes are made to it, but the main 

idea is preserved. And in the rest of the design 

stages, software can replace manual work.  

"At the beginning of the work, I suggest 

students do the work manually so that 

their hand strength is preserved; And after 

the idea is formed, software should be 

used for presentation. (Interviewee No. 

3).  
 

Designing with software is a new way of 

designing and concepts such as building 

information models (BIM) and virtual reality 

technology (VR) are based on software and 

computer power. 
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Another way to teach software 

In the interviews, the professors talked about 

teaching the software simultaneously or 

separately to the students. They listed the 

advantages and disadvantages of these 

methods, which are summarized in Table 5. The 

professors described these points according to 

their experiences in teaching.  

 

In the experience of simultaneous 

teaching, due to the high volume of 

materials and exercises and the pressure 

on the student, it reduces the student's 

learning; And it diverts their focus from 

the main lesson. (Interviewee No. 2).  
 

If we can introduce and teach software 

related to it in every lesson, or at least 

encourage the student to learn them, it 

will help for lessons such as analysis of 

environmental conditions and statics, 

which the student will learn in a practical 

way and use them in his projects. use. 

Teaching at the same time leads to the 

teaching of more application software to 

students. (Interviewee No. 7). (Tables 3-4 

& Figs. 4-5)

 

Table 3: Coding of simultaneous teaching of software and courses to architecture students  

Code concepts Subcategories Categories 

Familiarity with the software related to 
the course - attractiveness and 

enhancing learning 

Creating questions and 
motivating the student 

Complete 
learning of 

software in a 
practical way 

Software training 
related to each 
course at the 

same time 

Apply training 
Comprehensive software 

review 

Unnecessary learning is prevented Training optimization 
Learn more 

software 

Increase classroom activity 
Compactness and 

heaviness of exercises 
Damage to the 

course of 
lessons Need to increase teaching hours lack of time  

 
Table 4: Encoding of Separate Teaching of Software and Course Units for Architecture Students  

Code concepts Subcategories Categories 

Emphasis on software training 
individually 

Increased focus 

Complete and 
specialized 

training 

Teaching software 
to students in a 

separate unit 

There is enough time to teach 
Complete software 

training 

Lack of familiarity of professors of other 
units with software training - training 

only through specialized personnel 
Specialization of Education 
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Fig. 4: Simultaneous Teaching of Software and Course Units for Architecture Students Chart  

 

Fig. 5: Separate Teaching of Software and Course Units for Architecture Students Chart  
 

Table 5: Pros and Cons of Separate and Simultaneous Teaching of Software and Course Units for 
Architecture Students  

Title Advantages Disadvantages 

Teaching related 
software at the 
same time as 
teaching courses 

Familiarity with the correct use of 

software tools. 

Creating questions and motivating the 

student. 

Apply the tutorials. 

They get acquainted with the software 

while working. 

Charm and enhance learning. 

Unnecessary learning is prevented. 

Targeted training of more software. 

Spend more time on lessons 

Damage to the course of lessons 

Compactness and heaviness of exercises 

Teaching software 
as a separate 
course 

Students focus on the topic of the lesson. 

Focusing on software training prevents 
the allocation of other training time to 
the software. 

Failure to provide exercises appropriate to 
the lessons 
Lack of familiarity with other professors of 
software courses 
Teaching by people who do not have an 
architecture degree 
Teaching may be unrelated 
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To use a new method for teaching architectural 

software in an academic way, an educational 

process must first be defined and then 

implemented. Possible defects can be solved 

and compared with other methods. After 

understanding the advantages and 

disadvantages of different methods, the best 

possible method for education can be found. In 

this research, the experiences of professors 

about different methods of education to find a 

better method that makes education attractive 

and can prepare students for the job market 

and eliminate the need for classes outside the 

university led to the proposal of this method for 

education. 

 

Discussion  

 

According to the opinion of Juhani Palasma, 

computer-aided design causes the designer's 

imagination to diminish [19]. Our findings 

confirm this issue regarding students who are 

learning the basic principles of design. During 

this period, if a student relies heavily on 

software, their imagination declines.  In 

researching the application of technology in the 

process of architectural design, Mozaffar and 

Khakzand stated that computers have increased 

the skill of architects in the process of drawing 

diagrams and sketches and increased the speed 

in all parts of drawing; and it is not 

recommended to teach architectural software 

from the beginning of the students' entry, but it 

is a requirement that they should be familiar 

with the software from one stage onwards [16]. 

Our findings confirm and confirm their 

opinions; but in another part of this research, 

they state that the most important tool of the 

designer is his creativity, which the software 

solidifies from the designer; but our findings 

show that if the student (designer) learns to 

show his creativity completely without the 

software, the software can no longer be an 

obstacle to creativity. Also, in the research of 

analyzing the effect of using digital software on 

the promotion of creativity in architectural 

design education, Asefi and Imani state that 

software should play a role in all levels of 

architecture in order to bring out creativity [18]; 

which agrees with the findings of this research. 

The findings of the research show that, in 

general, it is better to use manual sketches in 

the idea generation stage and to refer to 

software only to present the work; In 

researching the effect of architectural design 

software on design speed, Shahbazi and 

Arbaban Esfahani showed that software 

increases design speed, but designers prefer 

manual work and sketches in the early stages of 

design [20].  According to Kara, manual skills 

such as freehand drawing and model making 

should be part of the architectural education 

program [26]. Our findings confirm this issue. 

Manual skills foster students' imagination. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The research findings provide valuable insights 

into the optimal timing and effective methods 

for teaching architectural software to students 

in the field. One of the key contributions of this 

study is the exploration of the impact of 

software pedagogy on architectural creativity. 

In the current landscape, students often face 

confusion in selecting the right software and 

appropriate educational approaches due to the 

abundance of available software options and 

new design methods. By analyzing qualitative 

data from interviews and conducting in-depth 

studies, the research sheds light on the 

appropriate method and time for teaching 

software to architecture students, with a 

specific focus on its influence on students' 

creativity. 

The answer to the first question (when to 

start teaching software to students?) is as 
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follows: software training should start only 

when the student has learned the alphabet of 

architecture, his creativity has blossomed, and 

he knows how to design and draw by hand. 

With his visual literacy and understanding of 

architecture, he can easily objectify what he has 

in mind and in a word, he knows architecture; if 

this issue is not followed properly, it will create 

restrictions for the student and destroy his 

creativity. Therefore, the teaching of 

architectural software should commence in the 

fifth term, concurrently with Architectural 

Design 2, at the undergraduate level. Initially, 

students should be taught 2D design software, 

gradually progressing to advanced and 3D 

design stages. It is also important to note that 

software should not be used during the ideation 

phase of design to allow students' creativity to 

fully flourish. Afterward, the software can be 

utilized during the completion and editing 

stages of the drawings. 

Nowadays, designing with software has 

become the main way of designing in 

architectural offices, and it is almost impossible 

to design without the help of computers. But if 

the student enters this field directly into the 

software, he cannot develop his mental skills as 

an architect (the one who creates the space). 

Someone who has learned to design with the 

software but does not have the skills to 

understand three-dimensional space is more 

like a sculptor who designs a good volume but 

cannot understand its dimensions, know the 

sense of space and the impact of this volume on 

the surrounding environment. to understand. 

The result of this architecture is a break from 

the design context. An architect must see all 

aspects of work in design before construction, 

and if he cannot cultivate this power in himself 

and only relies on software, he will face 

problems in the future. 

Also, in response to the second question of 

the research (how to effectively teach 

architectural software to students?), it can be 

concluded that; The advantages of teaching 

related software at the same time as teaching 

lessons are more than its disadvantages; And it 

can better attract students to education and 

help them achieve their goals. In order to learn 

a software, we must first know the goal of the 

software producer and know their outputs, and 

move the learning path towards the best 

outputs. It is better to start the training with 

simpler software and enter specialized plugins 

in the later stages. Also, practical training for 

students should be in such a way that they can 

work with the software in a principled and 

scientific way and solve their needs. This 

project-based education, considering the 

attraction it creates for students, can play a 

significant role in discovering the features of the 

software and better and more lasting learning. 

Teaching parts of the software that are not 

necessary for the students of this field should 

be avoided because it only confuses them. 

If the environment of the university and the 

educational program of the university can meet 

the needs of students to enter the labor market, 

then the education has been correct. For 

various reasons, software education, which is 

called the new way of designing today, is scarce 

in universities. In order to enter the labor 

market, a student needs to know and work with 

software. Unfortunately, after entering the 

labor market, the student faces a lot of software 

and different educational methods, which has 

nothing but confusion for him. The university 

can effectively prepare people for the job 

market and give them correct and complete 

education by modifying its educational program 

and changing the course of the semester. 

In the next step, the teaching methods 

should be investigated by conducting 

quantitative studies in order to determine their 

effectiveness and determine the best way to 

teach software to the students of this field. 
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